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1. This is a report on a joint work with Yi Hu (University of Michigan). Let G be a
reductive algebraic group acting on a normal irreducible quasi-projective algebraic variety
X, both defined over a,n a,lgebraically closcd field k. Given a Gf-linearizcd line bundle L oxi

A', it defines an open subset of stable points XS(L) c X suclz that the orbit space XS(L)/G

exists in the category of quasi-projective varieties. A larger set XS"(L) of semi-stable points

allows one to define a quasi-projective variety XSS(L)//C which contains XS(L)/C as an
open subset and parametrizes closed orbits of G in XSS(L). It is a prejectiye variety if
X i$ projective. IR thls i}ote we waRt to apprcach the followikg fuftdamental guestioxx.
What kappeRs te the quotient$ XS(L)fG aRd XSS(L)!!g whea we vary L? IRtukively,
k is clear that al} the qttotiei}ts are biratioltally lsQmorphic unless they have different

dimensions. We want to describe precise}y the corresponding birational transformations.
This problem is analogous to the problem of the variation of syrnplectic reductions of a
symplectic manifold M with respect to an action of a compact Lie group K. Recall that
if K Å~ M - M is a Hainiiltonian action with the moment map ep : M --, Lie(K)', then
for any point p E Åë(M), the orbit space Åë-](K • p)IK i's the syinplectic reduction of M

by K with respect to the point p. If K is a torus, M xe X with the symplectic form
defined by the Chern form of L, and K acts on X via the restriction of an algebraic
action of lts cemplexification T, then the choice of a rational point p E eÅqX) correspond$
to tlie choice of a T-}iRearizatiexx on L, &Rd the symplectic redttctleR Yp = S-i(p)!K is
isomatorpkic to the GIC[' quotient XSS(L)/!T. Ig turRs out l# tkis case ehat if we let p vary !ft

a cormected component I" of the $et of regttlar values of the moment map, the sympleetic
reductiens Yp are a!l diffeomorphic to the same manifold YF. Hewever if we let p cross
a wall separating one connected component from another, the reduction Yp undergoes a
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very special surgery which is similar to a birational transformation known as a flip. This
was shown in a work of V. GuMemin and S. Sternberg [GS]. In a purely algebraic setting
this was proven independently (and about the same time) by M. Brion and C. Procesi
[BP] (cf. also [Hu]). It turns out that one can define a canonical morphism of algebraic
varieties TG,G, : YG - YG,, where G and G' are open faces of some F as above with G'
contained in the closure of G. If G' is not contained in the boundary of Åë(X), then TG,G,
is a birational morphism whose fibers are fibration towers of weighted projective spaces.

2. . Let L be a G-linearized ample line bundle on a quasi-projective normal algebraic
Variety X. We say that L is G-effective if there exists s E r(X,L")G for some n År O such

that X, = {x E X : s(x) 7E O} is non-empty and affine. It follows from the definition of
semi-stable points that a G-linearized bundle L is G-effective if and only if XSS(L) l Åë.
Let PicG(X) denote the group of isomorphism classes of G-linearized line bundle. The
image of the canonical forgetting homomorphism Pic6(X) - Pic(X) is a subgroup of
finite index and its kernel is a finitely generated abelian group isomorphic to the group of
characters X(G) = Homk(C, G.) of G if X is projective(cf.[KKV ]). Let PicG(X')+ be
the subset of PicG(X) which consists of isomorphism clEtsses of G-effective linearized line
bundles. Obviously it is a semigroup in PicG(X).

Definition 1. The moment cone CG(X) of (X,G) is the closed convex cone in PicG(X)R
spanned by the image of PicG(X)+ in PicG(X).

    In most applications Pic(X) is finitely generated so that CC(X) is a closed convex

cone in a finite-dimensional vector space. If X is projective we can replace PicX by the
Neron-Severi group NS(X) by using the fact that XSS(L) = XSS(L') if L and L' are ample
G-linearized line bundles which are algcbraically equivalent ([MF], p. 48).

Example 1. Let G be a complex n-torus which acts linearly on a vector space V and
projectively linearly on the projectivization X = P(V). Then the compact real form T, of
T acts symplectically on X with respect to the Fubini-Studi symplectic structure on X.
The image of the associated moment map Åë : X - R" is a rational polyhedron equal to
the convex hull of weights of T in V. The representation po of T on V is defined by a choice
of linearization ao on L = Op(v)(1). We have XSS(L,ao) contains GÅë'i(O) as the set of
closed orbits ([Ne]). If (Lk,a) is an arbitrary linearization on Lk, then the corresponding
representation of T is isomorphic to the representation poQk x x for some character x of

T. This allows one to identify PicG(X)+ with the set {(k,x) E ZÅro Å~ Char(T) : O E
x+ kÅë(X)}. This identifies CG(X) with {(A,a) E RÅro Å~ R" : -Aa E Åë(X)} which is a
cone over -Åë(X).

    Assume now that X is projective. Let A be a 1-parameter subgroup of C, x be a point
of X and xo = limA-o A.T. Then .To is a fixecl point of A. For any L E PicG(X), A acts on

the fiber L., via a character which can be identified with some integer paL(x,A). We set
ML(x) = svpA LtL(x,A)/IIAII, where II[l is apositive-definite K-invariant norm on the set of

one-parameter subgroups of G, K being a compact form of G (cf. [Ne]). If L is an ample
G-linearized line bundle, the Mumford-Hilbert numerical criterion of stability asserts that
x E XSS(L) (resp. x E XS(L)) if and only if iTL4L(x) f{ e (resp. ML(x) Åq O). We extend
the function L - ML(x) to fiG(X) QQ by setting MaL(x) = aML(x) for any rational
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number a. Then we extend this function by continuity to PicG(X) X R.

Definition 2. The zero set H(x) of the function M'(x) in CG(X) for some point x
with stabilizer of positive dimension is called a wall . A connected non-empty component
of Ca(X) X (U.Exff(x)) is called a chamber. We say that H(x) is axx interier waU if k
separate$ two chamber$. A face .F' is the interior of intersection of a tke clesures of a finke

set of chambers.

    It is easy to see that in the situation of Example 1 the closure of each face F is a
rational polyhedral cone. This leads to a number of fundamental questions regarding the
coke CG(X) aRd ks faces F (e.g., finkeness gf chambers, their structure aRd etc.).

    For any rational point i E CG(X) we caft deftne the set XSS(l) (re$p. XS(i)) as being
equal to X"(L) (resp, XS(L)), where the class of L in CG(X) is rationally proportiona}
to l.

Proposition 1. Let .P be an itcrior fa,ce. Two i'ational points l and l' belong to ,F" if and

only ifX"(i) = XS"(l'). ffF is a chameber, then two ragional pointsl and i' beiong to F
if and only ifXS(i) me .\s(l').

Proof, Easily follows from the Hilbert-Mumford numerical criterion of stability.

    U$ing Proposition 1, we can define chambers and faces in Cas(.)L'), where X i$ not
necessary projective. A face is an equivalence class in NSG(X) with respect to the equiv-

aleRce reiat!ok L N Lt if ai}d cRly if X'"(L) = XSS(L'). A chamber is a f&ce tliat contak}s

some L with X'S(L) ww Xs(L).

Proposition 2. Il,et U be an open CV-invaJ'iant subset of X, and let CG(X,U) be the
set of al1 L from CO(X) such tha,t X'S(L) is contained in U. [T7her] the natura,1 rriap
CGÅqX, U) - CC(U) is surj'ective. The pre-ima,ge of any face in C6(U) is contailled in a
face of CC(x).

    We let XF be the set XS(l), where l is a rationai point in F. Let TF : XF --, YF =
XFIC be the corresponding geometric quotient iinorphism. For any variety Y we denote
by Pic(Y)+ (resp.Pic(Y)++) the semi-group of effective (resp. arnple) line bundles,

ProposkieR 3. Let ,F' be a ckamber. Assuine tke followiRg ceAdkion$ are satisfied:

(i) X is nonsingular;
(ii) the complement X - XF is of codimension ) 2, ']rhen the map L - (TF)G(LiA'F) de-
fines an injective map CG(X) - Pic( YF)ft. The irnage of of F is contained in Pic(Yrv)ft+.

Proof. Since G acts on A'F with finite isotropy subgroups, the canonical map Pic(YF) -
Pf,cG(XF), M - rrÅr(M) is ikjective and its lma.ge i$ a su5greup of finite index [KKV].
This establishes a bijective map from PicG(Xg)R to .Pic(YF)R. By conditions (i) and(i9,

the restriction map .l'icG(X) - PicG(XF) is bijective. This induces a bijection be-
tween .PicG(X)R and .Pic(YF)R. By the projection formula, M or- (7rF)9(rP(M)). Since
r(X,L)G 7E {O} if and only if r(YF,(rrF)9(LIX'F)) wik {O}, we get an injection CG(X) -
.Pic(YF)A. If L E F', then its restriction to XF is ample. I'hus some mult!ple of L de$cends

to an amp}e }iRe buxxdle on YF. Now all ehe assertions are preved.
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Example 2. According to D. Cox [Co], any toric variety Yx defined by a simplicial fan X
is isomorphic to a geometric quotient of an open subset U of X : C" with complement of
codimension ) 2 by a corx)plex torus T with the character group Char(T) equal to Pic(YE).
By [MF], p. 41, if YE is projective, U = XSS(L) = X'(L) for some T-linearized line bundle
L. Therefore U -- XF for somme chamber F in CT(X) and we can apply Proposition 3. In
fact one can shew more, namely that the map CT(X) --• Mc(Yx)fi is bijective. Here we
use the fact tkat the cQmplement of a kypersuirface ifi X i$ aMxxe. Now each chamber I7'
kz CT(X) defues a geometr}c quoeieRe Xi fT which is a teric varieSy :Yxi coyrespoRdiRg to

a, fan X' with the same l-skeleton as 2. The closure .}i" ef the cone .F' is ! identified with

the cone of nef d F' and their faces form the Ge}fand-Kapranov-Zelevinski decomposition
of the cone CT(X) in the sen$e of [OP].

3. Main Theorems. We aJre now ready to state our main results.

Theorem 1. (Variation of quotients). Let G be a reductive algebraic group acting on a
nonsingular projective vai`iet+y X'. Let H be an intei'ior fla,ce iTi the cone CG(X) and lo be

a rational point in H. Let F+ and F- be two chambers such that there is a straight
path going from oi'ie to m]othei' and passin.a thi'ough lo. Then thei'e aJ'e two bh'ational
morphisms fÅÄ : }iFÅÄ - XSS(le)//C and f- : YF- - XSS(ge)/fG so tl]at if settiRg Xg to
be (XSS(Lg) - XS(Le))f!G, we kave

(i) fÅÄ and f- are isomorphismas over the complement to .Y.7o;
(ii) over each conneeted componexxt of Åío, the maps fÅ} are towers of weighted PdÅ} -bundle$.

Theorem 2. Assume that ai]y wall is contained in a lineax' hyperplane. Then thenumber
of interior faces and walls is finite. Each chaniber is a convex polyhedral cone in the interior
of the cone CG(X).

Example 4. Let C be a Rleznann surface of genus g, A a line bundle on C, and (E,W)
be a pair consisting of a raxik 2 vector bundle E on C with determinant A and a section
W G r(E) X {e}. Let a be a positive rational number. A pair (E,W) is called a-semistable
if Åíor all liRe bundles L C E, degL .Åq- 1/2degE -a if ig E r(L), and degL S l/2degE+ ff !f

W Åë r(L). IR [Tl}] tl}e moditli $pace M(q A) of g-seiif}lstable palrs (E, $) was cckstructed
as some GIT quotient of the prodttct X of two projective space$ by tke actioR of SL(N),
N = hO(E). As was observed fir$t by M. Thaddeus (cÅí. [Re]), different spaces M(a,A)
correspond to choice of different L E CG(X). It is easy to see that CG(X) c R2 can be
identified with the cone over the interval [O,112(d- 1)], The Åëhambers F are the cones
over the intervals (max(O,1/2d - a - 1), 1/2d- a), where d :deg(A) and a is an integer
between O and 112(d- 1). The liinit quotient is related to the fo11owing variety constructedi
by A. Bertram [Be]. One embeds the curve C into the sp&ee P(.Eli(C,A-i)) by using the
complete linear system IA (Eb Kcl. Then starting with blowing up C, he blows up the proper
transform of the 1-secant variety of C, then the propet transforrn of the 2-secant variety
a,nd so on. After 1!2(d - 1) $tep$ one obtains a smooth vauriety Y whicl} dominates all
the modtt}i'spaces M(g, A). By tke uRiveys&llty preperty of projective llfiilSs, k i$ mapped

blratioRa}ly to the. Iimk qt?otleng.

Example 5. 0ne can treat in the same way the moduli spaces of parabolic bundles on a
Riemann surface of genu$ g (cf. [BH]). For example, ifg =: O, we recover the space U(a)
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from [Ba] as GIT quotients in Example 3. The limit quotient in this' case coincides with
the Mumford-Knudsen moduli space and provides yet another interesting interpretation of
the Mumford-IÅqnudsen compactification.
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